Henri Barbusse, Anti-Fascist Fighter

A major figure in the fight against Fascism, Henri Barbusse's anti-war writings and activism were instrumental in shaping theanti-Fascist movement. His novel " Verdun" is considered a seminal work that helped catalyst the anti-war movement in France.

Unity of Black and White Opponents of War and Fascism Is Ethiopia's Best Ally

by William N. Jones

As the fascist regimes in Europe expanded their influence, the struggle against Fascism became a global fight. Ethiopia's fight against the Italian invasion in 1935-1936 demonstrated the unity of black and white opponents of Fascism. This unity was crucial in the fight against Fascism and showed the power of international solidarity.

Resistance In Italy to Plunder of Ethiopia

by Tito Nuncio

The Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 was a major test of the global anti-Fascist movement. Despite the odds, the Resistance in Italy played a crucial role in the fight against the Italian occupation of Ethiopia. Their resistance efforts were an inspiration to anti-Fascist fighters around the world.

Stop the Conquest of Ethiopia

Resistance in Italy to Plunder of Ethiopia

by Tito Nuncio and William N. Jones

The Italian invasion of Ethiopia had far-reaching implications. The Resistance in Italy showed that the fight against Fascism was not just a European struggle, but a global one. Their resistance efforts were a testament to the strength of international solidarity and the power of the anti-Fascist movement.

Blood on the Cotton

by Al Jolson

The exploitation of labor and the use of violence to suppress workers' rights were common practices under Fascism. The fight against Fascism required not just fighting the fascist regimes, but also battling the systems that supported them. The struggle for workers' rights and against Fascism were deeply intertwined.
Japan's "Manifest Destiny"
By JOHANNES STEELE
Fugitive Labor Party Four Piece

At the time of the 1930s, Japan was in the midst of a military and economic expansion that led to its annexation of Manchuria in 1931. This expansion was seen as a violation of the international status quo and led to increased tensions with other nations, particularly China. The "Manifest Destiny" of Japan, as described by the author, refers to Japan's aggressive expansion and its desire to create a empire in East Asia.

Speed Up the Day of Deliverance
By WALTER CHINE

The article "Speed Up the Day of Deliverance" seems to be about the efforts to speed up progress in a certain field, possibly science or industry. The title suggests a sense of urgency and determination to achieve a goal.

WHO RUNS SOUTH DAKOTA?
By ELIN NOLDS

The article "WHO RUNS SOUTH DAKOTA?" might be about the political or economic leadership in South Dakota, discussing who is responsible for running the state and how they make decisions.

The articles and images on these pages seem to be discussing various topics, including international politics, history, and possibly economics.
"EXCERPT"

By CHARLES K. ALLEN

"The B'yaller" became famous and remains so today. The name was given to the Negroes by the white people who lived in the area. It was a combination of the words "boy" and "saller," which is a dialect term used by the white people of the area. The name was given to the Negroes because they were considered to be the most intelligent and the most capable of the black people.

Letters from Ethiopia

From a man who has lived in Ethiopia for many years comes a letter to the Editor. He writes of the beautiful country and the wonderful people who live there. He describes the climate, the geography, the history, and the culture of Ethiopia. He writes of the beauty of the mountains, the rivers, the lakes, and the forests. He describes the richness of the land and the abundance of its resources. He writes of the people's love for their country and their pride in their heritage.

Cotton is Smeared with Blood in Alabama

By AL JACKSON

A blood-stained patch on the cotton fields of Alabama is a grim reminder of the violence and oppression that have long been a part of the state's history. The patch is located on a farm near a small town where a number of black workers have been killed in recent years. The workers were protesting against the low wages and the poor working conditions.

The patch is marked by a small memorial, a cross, and a plaque with the names of the workers who were killed. The memorial serves as a symbol of the workers' struggle for justice and equality. The patch is a stark reminder of the ongoing fight against racism and injustice.
FINALS OF SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST
FROM MAY 22 TO SEPTEMBER 10

First prize Bernard Seeman, N. Y. City Committee 71 subs. — 140
Second Regina Robinson, McKinley Square Branch, N. Y. C. 69 — 138
Third J. Hafner, Pittsburgh Branch 58 45
Fourth Garland Martin, San Francisco Branch 44 — 90
Fifth Frank Swidofsky, Baltimore Branch 34 28
Sixth Alice Hansen, Los Angeles Branch 27 22
Seventh S. Philip Biehsner, Detroit, Pa 27 = 22
Eighth M. Rosenberg, Croton-on-hudson 22 = 22
Ninth Mary Martha Islas, Philadelphia Branch 21 22
Tenth J. Hafner, Spring Valley Branch 18 = 18
Eleventh L. S. Lewis, New Haven, Plainfield, N. J. 18 18
Twelfth Charles Talcidio, Bronx 18 18
Thirteenth J. L. Do, Cleveland Branch 18 = 18
Fourteenth Robert Imboden, Trenton Branch 18 18
Fifteenth Natalie Langely, M. J. Yerma Branch 18 18

Total number of subs. turned in against 32 subs. What is the matter with the Chicago Branch of the League, now that the subscription contest is over, we hope we consider those branches of the League which have failed to respond this season, will get busy and redeem themselves.

F. E. Zorbas, literature director of the Los Angeles committee, is doing excellent work putting FIGHT on the newsstands, in trade union halls, and taking it to the membership at meetings of the I. W. O. FIGHT for Zorbas arranged a picnic for the benefit of the sustaining fund for literature. The Los Angeles Branch has raised over $300 from the sale of FIGHT and is growing steadily.

The San Francisco Branch, with Garland Martin as the literature agent, is making its old stand in the struggle. The sale of FIGHT there is steadily increasing.

From our Cleveland agent, J. L. Do, we have excellent reports on the sale of FIGHT and constructive criticism of the magazine, and we hope to improve our sales techniques.

ARE YOU ON THE BLACKLIST?

Are you on that secret blacklist of persons against whom the war is directed? Are you being punished for opposing this war? Do you believe that the war is the result of your personal contacts with the press? Are you being denied access to information on the war? Are you being denied access to meetings and rallies against the war? Are you being denied access to literature that challenges the war? Are you being denied access to information on the war? Are you being denied access to meetings and rallies against the war? Are you being denied access to literature that challenges the war?

FIGHT!

We appeal to every reader, to every branch of the American League Against War and Fascism:
1. Send in subscriptions (to a year);
2. Increase your subscription (to a copy in bundles of 10 or more, with 20 days credit);
3. Get 50 new members in the American League Against War and Fascism (extra $1 a year, which includes a subscription to FIGHT).

The campaign against war and for the defense of Ethiopia, is mounting gigantic proportions throughout the world. It is our main hope for peace. Let into this fight now the shipment of munitions and war materials into Italy. Credit is needed for peace, freedom and progress against war and fascism.
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By MARSHALL GRAUER
TOMORROW'S PUBLISHERS

GENETICS and the SOCIAL ORDER
BY MARSHALL GRAUER

TOMORROW'S PUBLISHERS

OFFICE FROM AMERICAN LEAGUE AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM
27 W. 47Th., 19 W. 84Th., New York City

PAUL LUTTINGER, M.D.
DANIEL LUTTINGER, M.D.
5 Washington Square North

OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 2 P.M. and 6 to 8 P.M. Except Sundays

DO NOT FIGHT!
against impaired vision
against headaches
against sluggish eyes
CONSULT
COOPERATIVE OPTICIANS
1 Union Sq. W., Room 211
University Place and 14th Street
OFFICE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

OFFICIAL OPTICIANS TO INDUSTRIAL AND FRATERNAL WORKERS ORGANIZATIONS

LEAGUE PAMPHLETS
FASCIST ROAD TO RUIN
By GEORGE SLEDES
Just printed—explains the workings of fascism—why Italy is driven into war—is an appeal to save American's heritage—trade unions, wages and living conditions under the totalitarian state—framed in fascist finance.

Cable: Cren of 107
10 to 100, 15¢ ea. 101 to 500, 10¢ ea.
501 or more, 5¢ ea.

MARS RULES THE HOUR
By JOHANNE STEELE
The Foreign Editor of the N. Y. Post analyzes the present situation in Europe and tells why he predicts a European war in 1931. Now on the press.

Five Cents a Copy
Prices in quantity same as above

THE PLUNDER OF ETHIOPIA
By BEVERLY LLOYD JONES
and LISTON M. OAK
Two Cents a Copy

FASCISM
The nature of the totalitarian state—the beginning of fascism in the United States—how we can stop fascism.

Ten Cents a Copy
Order From
AMERICAN LEAGUE AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM
700 W. 112TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

EACH ITEM
1. Coming Struggle for Power, Strachey
2. Fascism and Social Revolution, Dutt
3. Fatherland, Karl Billinger
4. Voices of October, faint, Freeman
5. Those Who Perish, Edward Dahlberg
6. Moscow Yankees, Myra Page
7. Where the Ghetto Ends, L. L. Dittmer
8. Ten Days That Shook the World, S. Reed
9. History of Fascism, O. Trachtenberg
10. Fascism: Make or Break, Braun

Use Coupon Below for Mail Orders
Orders Sent Promptly. Write for Free List.

WORKERS BOOKSHOP
60 Fleet St., New York City
Place this ad in the N. Y. (or N. J.) for amount enclosed.

Name. Address.
City. State.